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A relaxed, groovy album with an open atmosphere, featuring the Broadjam hitsingle "Fantasy". Expect

ambient tracks, love songs, beats, male and female vocals and lots of piano. 9 MP3 Songs POP: with

Electronic Production, ELECTRONIC: Pop Crossover Details: Combinations, the debut album of Diamond

Crane, is a relaxed, groovy album with an open atmosphere. The opening track Fantasy, a catchy 'white'

R&B ballad about dreams, has been listed in the European Broadjam Top 10 Chart for weeks. The track

is followed by a critical note about mankind. This kind of sets the tone: there is a lot going on here. Expect

ambient tracks, love songs, beats and lots of piano. The beautiful voice of Maria Weber is varied with the

darker voices of Ben Kranen and Sies Kranen, which also illustrates the diversity of this album. The

engine behind Diamond Crane is the Dutch duo Ben Kranen  Sies Kranen. After having worked

individually in the past, the brothers grew closer to each other in style over the years, which resulted in

their debut album Combinations. Ben, now living in Switzerland, has a long experience in music; already

in the 80's he performed as bass player/background singer in many different bands. In recent years, he

increasingly developed his vocal skills. In the early nineties, Ben started to hook up MIDI keyboards to his

computer and has never stopped experimenting since! His younger brother Sies started to play the piano

at the age of 12, about the same time he got his first computer. While composing a lot of (dance) tracks

for the computerscene, he also developed himself as a producer, followed sound-engineering courses

and started singing. The two brothers, while geographically separated, are increasingly working together

nowadays, so the future will definitely bring more Diamond Crane!
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